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Energy 

Paul Solomon Reading 0081  

The Master said, “In fulfilling the Law, one overcomes the law.” What does that mean? The Source 
explains in this reading. 

…..We would find the life's work in this one as the discerning of the natural laws as concerning 
man's relationship with the Universal Forces. We would see this developing for this one in this 
manner….  That there will be the drawing together of the ancient concepts concerning religion and 
philosophy, and out of the concepts of Jung, of James, and those older philosophies, those of the 
ancients, will be drawn the knowledge that the understanding of the atmospheric conditions of man 
occur simultaneously with the understanding of spiritual laws. Or, that is, the understanding of the 
energy field in which we manifest would give understanding of the conquering of the law.  

As was given by the Master, in fulfilling the law one overcomes the law or, that is, one becomes the 
law and therefore has power over it and manifests through it. 

It would be seen, for example, that in the survival of the children in the fiery furnace,i that it was an 
innate knowledge, or an understanding of the law within them, that they were able to leave the 
physical bodies, that is, dismantle the physical bodies by separating the positive and negative 
energies of the body, to set aside the physical manifestation for the moment to enter the flames, 
the fire.  There was called upon the positive energies symbolized by the Christ Force which joined 
them in the fires of the furnace.  The understanding, then, of natural laws allowed them to set aside 
the laws of physical manifestation for the time to manifest, then, as totally spiritual beings to whom 
the laws of manifestation were null and void.  Then becoming the law, they overcame the law. 

In coming forth, then, from the fire, from the flames of the furnace, they were able to reassemble 
those atoms and molecules that produced the physical body, having set aside all the essences 
necessary to the reassembly of such.  Could be said, then, that the fourth body that manifested 
within the fire was the setting aside of the energies necessary from the other three bodies and was 
re-assimilated into the three in coming forth from the furnace.  

This is given as illustration, then, that you might realize that the understanding of all spiritual laws 
would depend on the understanding of all laws of manifestation or the Law of One. It would be 
said, then, that the life work for this one would be the investigation and the propagation of the laws 
of theology, as might be said, but will incorporate far more than theology, for it will be the 
understanding of the existence of man. 

(This one would draw) from the water atmosphere of the moon and from the fire atmosphere of 
Venus, (for) this one maintains contact with those intelligences of the emotional planets, the 
planets of love and spirit.  Could be drawn upon in this lifetime in this manner:  That this one 
should be near water, should surround self by water and should meditate in the proximity of 
water.  Now if there would be set aside a regular time, at least one hour each day in water or in 
close proximity to a great deal of water, there would be the visitations from this one's brothers 
that are not manifesting at present on physical planes, or that there would be a channeling of 
energy, of intelligence, of information from the planets Venus and from the Moon.  These should 
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be understood as astral concepts or astral fields.  These are rather states of consciousness. Are 
not necessarily locations as you would speak of locations within the scope of time and space, 
for these are beyond such limitations. 

Now in the attuning of self, then, there would be surrounding of self with light and with water in the 
mental attitude, that is, the self would be opened toward higher knowledge, but not given over to 
manifestations of others.  There would be communicating with others without giving the physical 
body as a vehicle for the manifestation of others. 

It would be seen in this manner, then, that those atmospheric conditions within the aura of the 
seeker in the proximity of water would be raised to higher levels of vibration by the deep breathing 
and by alternate breathing.  As there is energy, then, taken in the form of light within this body, 
there will be rays, the electrical field of energy, coming from the water so that the atmospheric 
conditions within this aura might be compressed to produce actually audible sounds.  That would 
be the speaking, the voices of those as would be the brothers, or the Masters, the intelligences that 
would guide this one in these investigative purposes, that is, the understanding of these spiritual 
laws.  There could be, then, the communication, or that which might be referred to as clairaudience 
with other intelligences with which this one would be familiar, and would be felt as brothers, as 
parts of the same family, or as parts of self from higher realms, from inner planes. 

Depend, then, on instruction from these sources, but let this not detract from the physical studies or 
that that you would study in the institutions as is now taking place.  And we would find in this 
manner that it should be continued, the period of study without interruption, but not necessarily at 
the particular location.  That is, there should be sabbaticals taken that there would be opportunity to 
study in other progressive institutions of learning…. 

Now we would advise that this one should speak of these things to no man.  And as information 
comes from inner or higher planes, speak not of it as such, but only as inner realization. It should 
be realized that speaking of such things can produce in others the attempt to duplicate the effort, 
thereby causing possession in those who are not so developed. 

….. Now these further instructions come.  That this one should set aside a period of exercise 
daily as well as the period of meditation, and the periods of mental exercise for the development 
of the mental faculties, for that which is to come through this body in this lifetime would require a 
perfection of the physical body, of the mental faculties, and of the spiritual attunement.  This one 
must be developed in a well-rounded way and completely developed on all three levels. 
Develop this body carefully. Care for it as a physical vehicle of the Law of One that may be 
introduced into this world. There is a tremendous weight of responsibility here that must be 
handled with great discipline and great care.  Channel the energy that comes into this body, into 
this life, and know that it is the vehicle for the manifestation of forces unseen. Then give self to 
this development and realize that it is a Divine trust. 
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i The story of Shadrach, Meshshach and Abednego in the Book of Daniel, Chapter 3. 


